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AMMAN, KING HUSSEIN BUSINESS
PARK, JORDAN, November 17, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Amman, Jordan -
Today Maysalward launches Zombie
Augmented Reality (AR), a brand new
mobile title for iOS and Android devices.
This simple, yet innovative shoot up
game uses Augmented Reality
technology to entertain mobile Gamers
with Online Multiplayer feature to add
more fun to players looking beyond the
Single Player option the game offers.

With Augmented Reality the player will
have an interactive experience where a
visual overlay introduces the gameplay
components with a view of the physical
world. With an outstanding graphics and
MultiPlayer option,the game will increase
the player desire to shoot up more
Zombie and have fun.

"The Game offers an interactive,
immersive Augmented Reality
experience for both Android and iOS
devices," explained Nour Khrais Founder
and CEO of Maysalward. "After
launching Virtual Reality Games; AR is
the next generation of engagement, and
we are happy to start with our first game
using this innovative emerging
technology."

Maysalward plans to deliver more innovative mobile games adding to the previously launched Virtual
Reality Games "Aliens Invasion" and "Siege Defence." Maysalward today added the Augmented
reality technology to confirms its leadership positioning when it comes to Mobile Games
Development. 

The Game is available now on the Appstore and Google Play.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://itunes.apple.com/app/zombie-augmented-reality-ar/id1173920298
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.maysalward.zombieAR&hl=en
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Maysalward founded in November 2003,
as the first mobile game development
company in the Middle East and North
Africa(MENA) Market, and recognized as
the leader of mobile game development
in the region. Based in Jordan, and
under a glocalized (Globalised Localised)
vision, the company is designing and
developing some of the most popular
mobile games in the area, including
cards games Trix, Tarneeb, and Balot, in
addition to board games such as Chess,
Tawla and the award-winning Dominoes.

The company Mobile Games are available on the AppStore for iOS devices and  Google Play for
Android Mobile Phones and Tablets.

After launching Virtual Reality
Games; AR is the next
generation of engagement,
and we are happy to start
with our first game using this
innovative emerging
technology

Nour Khrais CEO and
Founder

Maysalward, in 2014, expanded its services to include the
publishing of regional indie developer games and international
renowned IP brands & names. Today the company works
closely with Zeptolab in MENA market with  Cut The Rope
and King of Thieves. Recently Launched the Top Selling
Racing Game Nitro Nation with Creative Mobile.

Maysalward has proven competency with a wide-ranging
expertise, demonstrated by its comprehensive product and
project portfolio, which includes cross-platform multiplayer
games and social network interactive games and applications.
Maysalward operates from Jordan and boasts a highly
diverse, dedicated, and professional workforce of 16

developers & designers.
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